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One of the most important things regarding telepathic communication is to know 
it can be inaccurate at times and because it is filtered through the pineal, it can 
be off. 

In  addition,  there  is  still  a  lot  we  don't  know  regarding  the  mind.  I've  been 
communicating telepathically with our Gods, and spirits for close to 20 years now 
and there have been times the verbal messages have been off. 

This sort of thing happens and everyone should be aware of it. This has to do 
with the pineal gland, which makes telepathic communication universal, in that 
foreign languages are converted into one's own spoken language. 

Know that in the case of verbal miscommunication, our Gods also communicate 
through strong feelings, intuitions and ideas. These take precedence over any 
verbal communications. 

Meditation will open your mind to your intuition and gut feelings. This is extremely 
important  to  always remember.  In  closing,  always be  aware  of  enemy spirits 
deceiving. 

Our Gods would never  give bad advice or  tell  any one of  us to do anything 
harmful. Also, they do not give negative prophecy regarding our personal lives 
and fate. That is of the enemy. The enemy is sadistic, human hating and cruel 
and is known to give negative prophecy. 

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
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Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[PeppermintTaco] wrote: 

“Thanks a lot, High Priestess. But I wonder; if you with your 20 years can 
occasionally get it wrong, what are we to do?! And is there no way to fully 
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get it right and be open all the time? I'd think Kundalini ascensions would 
help with it. But since HPs have theirs raised... Do we need to wait until  
Godhood? 

Second question: The Gods do not give negative prophecies but what if 
things are going south? Do they just warn us with a positive mindset, then? 

Thanks for the answers in advance. Have a great day 

[HP. Hoodedcobra666] wrote:

Not all HPS have their serpent raised, all of them are very advanced however 
both in ideology, knowledge of their fields, and spiritual strength and knowledge. 
This is another  common misconception that  was created by some individuals 
randomly and then took a life of its own, who had not much to offer but hoaxes 
about the above. 

When  you  don't  do  jack  shit  about  a  community,  "BUT  MUH  SUPREME 
SERPENT" is used as an argument, it clearly means you are not doing what you 
should be doing which is your job. 

Service > claims. 

[HP. Hoodedcobra666] wrote: 

HPS Maxine, 20 years of experience, humble about communications. 

Random Infiltrator, joined last sunday, here to instruct everyone, they are a god, 
they are a high priest (priest of priests of priests actually),  and of course they 
know everything there is. 

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[risingsun666] wrote: 

“Pardon  me  if  am  wrong  Hooded  Cobra.  I  assume  your  serpent  is 
ascended because of your name.” 

[HP. Hoodedcobra666] wrote: 

Fitting name then. 



The "risen serpent" of random weak ass idiots has become a meme I don't feel 
like I want to participate in. Random guy in twitter, claims serpent. Random kike 
on drugs, claims serpent. Random person claims to be direct descendant of X. 
Random person claims superior to Clergy. "risen serpent" can't put a sentence 
properly to explain how supremely magnificent they are. If they can, they just 
create  a  monologue so we can accept  their  superiority.  Mighty  wisdom guys 
asked for a question, they just answer BS that leads nowhere. 

A lot of people sound more like fallen cockroaches and attention whores to me, 
not "risen serpents". It's a game I don't really wanna play with this community 
personally. 

When something IS, then it *IS*. Let me answer it in another way, it's hard to not 
listen to a tank when it comes across your neighborhood. 

Others spend time to just convince us they are war-tanks and not playmobiles. 

Alright. 



Reply from [A forum member]:

Sikhism is a waste of time its basically Islam and most Sikh's don't like Bhajan 
anyway. Bhajan was initiated into spiritual practices outside of the Sikh religion. I 
could get deep into the Hindu metaphysics within Sikhism but its lost all meaning 
to Sikh's. Just knock on the top of your noggin.


